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ABSTRACT
In recent years, Microbiologists have been increasingly interested in controlling the infectious
diseases caused by microorganisms by Siddha Medicine. Hence it is vital for the microbiologists
to know the origin of the Siddha system which will throw more light on their research
perspectives. This paper documents Siddha herbal compounds used as medicinal therapies.
The Siddha system depicts our deep cultural heritage as it could be known from the fact that
these herbal compounds could be prepared at home even by ordinary housewives. It also holds
many potential remedies and serves to protect, preserve and popularize our own rich treasure.

The history of early medicine can be
reconstructed only on the basis of relevant source
materials. The ancient period is lit by archeological
evidences either monumental or surface or excavated
material. The classical or historical period is replete
with semi historical references, epigraphs and other
archeological data. For the modern period we get
ample of written historical material. Unfortunately
for the history of medicine in Tamil nadu in the
primitive and pre-historic period we do not have
enough direct relevant sources, either archeological or
monumental. But we have parallels in the prehistoric
men of modern world. If we apply this parallel, we
can build up to some extent about the medicine
practiced in the ancient world. So, the beginning of
Siddha Medicine in Tamil Nadu can be traced
historically by taking into consideration the medical
practices in the modern period in Tamil Nadu.

Primitive men believed that evil spirit or
supernatural force was mainly responsible for all
diseases. Nevertheless they possessed remedies of the
domestic nature. Sometimes the witch doctor or
medica men constituted the earliest professional class
in the evolution of society1. Another important aspect
of treatment was with herbs and domestic remedies.
The ancient people of our country used several herbs
for their ailments. They knew how to preserve milk
for three months with the help of certain herbs. Use
of Colophyllium, Inophyllium Kernel on the
rheumatic pain spot was in practice in India as it
was among the Australian aborigines. They also used
the juice of shoots of Fig tree for healing wounds.

Origin of Siddha Medicine

There are three main theories which try to
postulate the origin of Siddha Medical Science. They
are (I) Lemurian origin, (II) Mediterranean origin
and (III) South Indian origin.

(I) Lemurian origin

Advocates of the theory of Lemurian origin of
Siddha Medical Science base their faith in the
commentaries to Tolkappiyam, Kalaviyal and
Cilappadikaram.

Kumari-K-Kandam, popularly known as the
Lemurian continent, which was once the cradle of
man is now lost in the Indian ocean due to several
deluges. the Science of healing should also have been
born with the birth and evolution of humanity. This
should have been the basis for all the systems of
medicine; as man dispersed to various parts of the
world, the science of healing was also taken with
them. As the languages diversified, the medical
science of the Lemurian continent took several shapes
in various parts of the world. It is possible to say
that the Siddha medical science could possibly have
been born in the Lemurian continent. Engels, Marx
and Lenin followed by Darwin supported the
lemurian continental theory. Alexander Kondrotov
also stresses this point in his “The Riddles of Three
oceans”?

(II) Mediterranean origin

Some scholars have put forward a theory that
the Dravidians belong to the mediterranean stock.
They moved into India through land route and due
to Aryan migration and pressure, they were pushed
southwards. With the settlement of the Dravidians in
Tamil Nadu, metallurgy was introduced and the
medical science practiced by them might have
relation with the siddha system. This is how the
siddha medical science entered Tamil Nadu3

(III) Indigenous origin

There are scholars who consider the present
Tamil Nadu itself as the original homeland of the
Tamils and the Siddha medical science was born in
Tamil nadu and it is the Tamil medical science.
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In all the three theories one can find that there
are valid and important reasons for the prevalence
of the Siddha Medical Science and the Tamil or
Dravidian people practicing them in the Lemurian
continent, mediterranean Europe and West Asia and
in the present Indian sub-continent in regions like
the Indus Valley, Tunga Bhadra Valley and Tamil
Nadu. These theories show the greater zones of areas
in which the Siddha medical science was in vogue.4

The other theories of Siddha Medicine

Besides the above main theories of origin of
Siddha Medicine there are other theories which have
values to be considered for discussion as given below.

(i) The Divine theory: As the origin of Languages
was ascribed to the God, so also the author of Siddha
Medical Science was also ascribed to god Siva. In the
scientific and materialistic view, the divine origin of
language or the medical science could not be
accepted, the ascribed authorship of God Siva may
also be not tenable. However in the dim past, there
ought to have lived a person possibly with the name
of Siva (n) as the cult of Lord Siva is noticed in all
the five continents.

(ii) Fresh epigraphical evidences show that in
the Tamil Academy, invocations to the goddess
Mamma or Mammanta only was made in Tamil
Nadu. However Lord Rama in his personal letter to
his wife refers to both Mamma-Po and Sam-Po, Viz.,
the mother-goddess and Lord Siva.

(iii) An inscription has been discovered in the
Pothigai-Hills in Old Courtallam in which the
Commissioning of Aintiram written by Cattanar has
been mentioned. This is the most ancient epigraphical
evidence in Asian Palatography. Ayyappan in
Sabarimalai is none other than Cattanar, author of
Aintiram. Though Cattanar is iconographically
represented as young, actually he was an aged.

(iv) Agathiyar is ascribed with many siddha
medical works. None of them are ancient. However
we may believe that the Agathiyar’s Siddha medical
system.5

Agasthiyar in the inscription is spoken of as
Muttamil Asir’ i.e. “The Teacher of three Tamils”.
Does the trigonal, natural front of the Tamil
Academy, which was also the Principal Centre for
Siddha Medical learning in the Pothigai Hill, full of
medical herbs and plants represent the Muppu or the
Three Nadies? Possibly it might symbolically
represent them.

In Andhra Pradesh-we have very important
paintings pertaining to the Siddha Medical Science.

(i) A Siddhar and his disciple beneath an
important inscription in the Indus scipt are
portrayed. This Rock-Shelter cave painting has been
discovered in Kannama Dukala, Kurnool Dt., Andhra
Pradesh, India. Its period may probably be 3100 B.C.

The Inscription in the Indus script was decoded
as ‘Antira Lohamu’. It was considered to be in
Proto-Telugu Language meaning the “Land of
Antiram”. The term ‘Lohamu’ in modern Telugu
means ‘metal’. Now it is inclined to accept the view
of the learned Poet-Scholar in Telugu, Thiru Arudhra
that ‘Antira Lahamu’ means ‘the Metal of Antiram’

‘Muppu’ is considered as the supreme medicine
in the Siddha Medial Science. The Government of
Tamil Nadu constituted a Committee to investigate
into the matter of ‘Muppu’. We are still to understand
its Physical components, the ratio of the composition
of various elements and its proper preparation. Here
the term ‘Muppu’ is taken into examination. It is
found in various form, which are quite interesting. 6

The term ‘uppu’ is found in Thirukkural,
assigned to 3 century B.C. ‘uppu Vanikan’ is
mentioned in Alakar koil cave Tamil-Brahmi
Inscriptions. ‘Uppu’ is therefore a term written in
Tamil. ‘Muppu and uppu’, though employed in Siddha
Medical Works of later times, reflect that Siddha
Medical terminology in Tamil has come into use even
before the time of Asoka.6

‘Cittar’

It has been held by many scholars that the
term ‘Cittar’ is derived from ‘Cittar’ or ‘Cittu’. Those
who control the mind or the oxygen air called ‘Vasi’
and attained eternity by reaching the Lotus feet of
Lord Siva. They never die and threrfore no rebirth
for them.

Spread of Siddha Medicine in Tamil Nadu

Medicine has been taught and practiced in
Tamilnadu from time immemorial. They system
which is indigenous to the soil is Siddha system of
medicine. This system has been developed purely by
the contribution of Siddhars on their own line of
thinking and achievements in the field of their
research. Eventhough certain basic principles of
Ayurveda and Siddha are common, their approach is
entirely different from each other. This system of
medicine is founded by Siddhars on the basic
principles of nature and its elements after careful and
thorough study of the human systems.7

Before we go into the detail of the second
phase of development in pre-historic period, one
should understand the comprehensive study of some
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aspect of Tamil culture and civilization, their though
process and their relationship with other countries
and also within the Indian sub-continent.

For the prehistoric period we do not have
direct evidences to know about the history of
medicine, especially of Siddhar’s Science. But we have
to depend upon the excavations of other parts of the
Indian sub-continent which are considered to be
similar to the culture and civilization of Tamils in
the pre-historic period. We can presume that some
level of development might have taken place in
Tamilnadu also as in the other parts of the country
during that period. And moreover, before we know
about the system of medicine in the prehistoric
period, it is most important to go through the
religious and other cultural aspects which are closely
related and interwoven with the medicine. This
aspect of culture and civilization can be traced to
Indus Valley Civilization which is supposed to have
spread from the Tamil country or vice-versa before
2500 B.C. It was noted by Hiradatus in his jottings
and also it was endorsed by another historian C.F.
Fabric that it was solely of Tamilian civilization
which has spread and developed from Tamilagam.8

The Tradition of Siddhars

The history of Siddha medicine dates back into
the prehistoric period and ancient medical literature
of Agasthiar and other Siddhars exist to-day only in
the form of compendiums of older treatise that
existed before. Its origin and development is a matter
of very remote antiquity. The period of Siddhars
could not be fixed accurately but they existed even
before the birth of Jesus.

The word Siddhar means as one who attains
perfection (Siddhi) in life arts such as Philosophy,
Yoga, Wisdom, Alchemy, Medicine and above all the
art of longevity. Ordinary common individuals have
certain natural instincts which dominate the
personality. Certain individuals practiced to control
their instincts to attain wisdom. Those persons,
whom we call as Arivars or Siddhars, or referred as

Nithars by Valluvar since they cast of all the
instincts.

Almost all the siddhars worshiped or adored
“Valai” one of the five popular forms of Eswari. Those
who desire Siddha is worship Valai or Bala. She is
represented as ten year old figure and is the
quintessence of knowledge.9

Even though Sakti cult had its origin in
prehistoric period it passed through different stages
of evolution and showed different manifestations.
Historians generally assign the period between 6th
and 7th Century A.D. to the origin of this cult. Most
of the above facts make one to conclude that the
Siddha medicine originated only in the Tamil land.
Though it has borrowed some aspects from
Ayurvedha and other medical systems, it unique
nature confirms that the land of its origin is only
Tamil Nadu.
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